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  Town of Middlebury Planning Commission (MPC) 1 

Rotary Small Meeting Room, First Floor 2 

77 Main Street, Municipal Offices 3 

Minutes of February 2, 2023 4 

Draft 5 

 6 

 Members Present: Lucy Schumer, Ethan Kellogg, Erik Remsen and Chris Robbins  

Members Absent: Sam Ostrow, Todd Desabrais and Angela Landis 

Staff Present:   Jennifer Murray 

Others Present: Jeff Howarth (Geography Dept., Middlebury College and Conservation 

Commission (CC)); Conservation Commission (CC) members Charlotte Tate, 

Carol Harden, and Andrew L’Roe 
This was an in person and Zoom meeting 7 

 8 

1. Call to Order- Lucy opened the meeting at 12:00 9 

 10 

2. Public Comment- none 11 

 12 

3. Minutes 13 

On a motion by Erik, 2nd by Chris, the PC voted to approve the minutes of 9/1/22, as 14 

presented.  Motion passed 4-0. 15 

On a motion by Erik, 2nd by Chris, the PC voted to approve the minutes of 11/17/22, as 16 

presented.  Motion passed 4-0.  17 

 18 

4. Meeting time change 19 

The PC discussed changing the meeting time for the Planning Commission and collected 20 

information on the availability of members present plus Angela and Todd. The goal was to 21 

find a time when more members could regularly be present. Erik suggested we wait until 22 

after the upcoming spring appointments to the PC; three members have term expiring in 23 

2023: Erik, Sam, and Todd. 24 

 25 

5. Conservation Plan  26 

Jeff Howarth introduced a conservation plan outline for the Town of Middlebury. Jeff and 27 

his students will be continuing to work on it through this spring. Their goal is to create a 28 

conservation plan for Middlebury, elements of which could potentially be incorporated by 29 

the PC in the next Middlebury Town Plan (due in 2024). Jeff will be presenting different 30 

parts of this plan at PC meetings on March 2, April 6, and May 4. Jeff would like a clear 31 

process for implementing the plan.  32 

The plan outline contains goals, strategies, maps, and implementations for each of three main 33 

areas: landscape (habitat blocks and connectors), rivers and wetlands, and scenic/open 34 

habitat elements. The landscape strategies will address Act 171 (this act encourages 35 

municipalities to protect forest blocks and habitat connectors while supporting the local 36 

forest products industry.) 37 

We discussed with Jeff how best to present the conservation plan and decided that each 38 

meeting would begin with questions and comments from the previous presentation, followed 39 
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by Jeff presenting new material. The end of the meeting would be additional questions and 40 

comments. The goal was to provide time for the PC to digest and discuss the material.  41 

Jeff asked PC members to look over his plan outline and circle any elements about which 42 

there were questions. After Jeff left the PC identified questions about the 30/50 strategy and 43 

to what size land area (State/county) it was/should be applied. PC members also wanted 44 

clarification on what was meant by rare species and communities. Discussion of the plan 45 

outline will continue at the next PC meeting in two weeks. 46 

6. Bike Ped Plan  47 

The PC briefly discussed the sidewalk map, part of the bike ped plan. Jen spoke to DPW, 48 

and as of now Middlebury does not have a sidewalk map. Jen suggested that it could be a 49 

good assignment for an ACRPC summer intern to collect info on a list of additional attributes 50 

DPW had provided.  If the PC participates, Ethan was more comfortable assessing just the 51 

extent of sidewalks and possibly paths. 52 

 53 

7. Adjournment:  Meeting concluded at 1:30 PM. 54 

 55 

8. Next Meeting: The next meeting will be at noon on Feb. 16, 2023.  56 

 57 

 58 

Submitted by:  Lucy Schumer, Chair 59 

 60 
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